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Summary

Out of the -Fourtytwo visited schemes, eight (197.) were not
working -far different reasons. Five had a dry well and little
interest tic iiflpro'-'.= *-'"+• ~i tuation. Thrss of them are located if;
an a.r&a where is very little chance to find water. One has
internal problems about contribution, one has a broken pump and
in one village the well gives such a small quantity of water that
it is not enough for the village. The broken pump will be
repaired and the shallow well of the last village will be
deepened though there is not much hope that more water will be
found.
The rest of the schemes were in good condition and well
maintained.

About fifty per cent of the working schemes a,re using watermeters
to collect the contribution. The villages that do not have water
meters, pay a monthly sum per head or per house. The schemes
where people pay a -fixed amount are using more water than the
schemes with meters. There is even one village where the people
have to cay for the tress.

In most of the villages the water use is less than expected. The
reservoirs are filled once in two or three days. The people are
very careful with the water, especially in the metered villages.



1.Management & Maintenance

I n «°st of the villages the scheme is operated by one man. He
takes care of the engine, collects the money, buys oil and diesel
and fillir the reservoir-. When pump or Engine needs to be
repaired, most of the time it is done by an engineer from Rada'.
Many operators would like to know more about how to repair pump
and engine. Broken pipes are repaired by the villagers
themselves.
The collected money is for running costs. No funds are created
for replacement.

2.Sanitation

The solid waste still seems a bigger problem than the waste
water. In most of the villages is waste water in the streets but
mostly it isn't more than a puddle close to the houses. Some

nsmall trees or shrubs could solve this problem. In some villages
there are big pools of stagnant waste watar where children can
play. The use of water is not very high and some people made soak
aways.

The house connections could be improved* Most of the time you see
a lot of half inch pipes laying next each ether because everyone
wants his own connection from the reservoir or from a connection
point. These half inch pipes can break very easy and are often
fixed with pieces of tube. This causes pollution when the lines
are not under pressure. Instead of this they could make art inch
or 1.5 inch pipe and connect it -from there.

3.Conclusions

The weak point in the management is the replacement of pump and
engine. There are no funds reserved for replacement. When an
engine breaks down, they have to collectmoney from the
population for a new one. Will the community be able to raise
this amount of money *?
This problem has not occurred yet, but can be expected in the
coming years, since the first schemes are eight years old.

Encouraged by this inventory the district training centre in
Rada* (DTC) started a course for pump operators in the rural
areas. The purpose of the course is to teach the operators how to
maintain pump and engine and how to carry out small repairs.

, The DTC also uses a mobile training unit to visit villages with a
waterscheme and gives on the spot training to pump operators.



4.Visited Villages

4.1. BAIT BHAWLAYS 870415

Ths? RIMF provided this village with a distribution system. The
alevatec reservoir was built by the village. This scheme was
completed in 1979 and is still working without big problems.
The reservoir is -filled every day in one hour. The villagers have
to pay 5 YR. monthly for each tree they have,
monthly contribution : 50 YR./house
inhabitants : 3OO
daily consumption : 40 I/head

4.2. AL GAHARA 861012

->s< The village watersupply scheme of al Qahara was completed in the
/-. ̂  end of 1979. Before that the project deepened the shallow well,
.̂-'' -̂v builded a 35 m3 reservoir and installed pipelines.
' ' After ons year this shallow well was dry and they shifted then to

""%> ,"•\...(* an othar well- The government provided the village with a bore-
£- *7" hale in 1982. The scheme wis"Tonnected to the borehole in 1935.
,"', The roof of the reservoir is made of prefab concrete slabs and

cracked. They have to be replaced by a new roof. The distribution
lines are in good shape. There is no waste water in the streets
and a few people use waste water for the gardens. Toilets were
made after the completion of the scheme. There is no other water
used then the water from the reservoir.
The reservoir is filled every day in 2 hours. They use water
maters.
price paid per rn̂  : 5 YR.
inhabitants : 1000
daily consumption : 35 1/head

4.3, MUSALLAH

The village of Musallah has two water systems, one from the
. project and one made by the villagers themselves. Both are

) L working well but it is difficult to get an idea about the
„ quantity of water that is used in this large village. There is a

lot of wastewater in the streets. The village will be included in
the Rada' sewage project.

4.4. BAIT AL UMAYSI

The project provided in the past some technical assistance to a
private waterscheme in this village. Bait al Umaysi becomes its
water from this waterscheme at this moment and applied for a new
scheme in co-operation with Bait al Ya'aysi.
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4.5. AL QUSAIR

The request for a waterscheme -for the village Al Qusair was
received during the last quarter o-f 1979. The village was
prov:L d :•;••::.; ̂ ; --.;-• ^ •,-•-: ~.l loiv w^-1 ; ^nd e, rsservoi r of 2 5 ra3. After so;77i?

prociems witn tha engine tr,e scheme became operational in i'-?80.
Since two years the shallow well is dry and the village becomes
water from the nearby located militairy camp. This camp has a

•o£ borehole and fills the reservoir every day. The water is good and
\ the distribution system is intact.
^/^ The pump and engine disappeared and nobody knows were they are.

The pumphouse collapsed. The people don't pay -for the water.
There is no waste water in the streets and some use it -for the
gardens. Nobody made a bathroom in the house. The women wash the
clothss outside.

4.6. AL GHAWL AZRAQ 861012

The shallow well in Shawl Azraq is not good from the start5 they
'"*• * used another well far fear years. Now they are using a private

borehole, pu™.-p and engine. The pump and engine of the project ^rs
still there but not in use because it was too small for the
borehole. The distribution!ines are in good condition. Repairs
are dons? by n contractor.
There is waste water in the streets and some of it is used for
gardans. The people made bathrooms inside the houses. They use
only water from the reservoir. The women wash the clothes in the
house except blankets. They pay no contribution for the water.
The reservoir is filled daily in one hour. The houses are direct
connected tc the rsservoir^
monthly contribution z no
inhabitants : 4 0 0
daily consumptian ; 60 1/head

4.7. AL AJfift 870208

The village of al fijrria originally had a shallow well but got a
borehole later. The scheme was completed in 1981 with a
distribution system and an elevated concrete reservoir of 40 m3*.
The condition of the scheme is good. The same can be said about

v pump and engine. They had some small repairs on pump and engine
wich were repaired by an engineer from Rada'. The distribution
lines are intact, if pipes ^re broken, they are repaired by the
village. The water goes first to storage tanks on the roof.
More water is used than before the implementation. There is waste
water in the streets and it is not used for gardens. There are no
toilets made in the houses. The water they use in the village
comes only from the reservoir. For the washing of clothes the
women sometimes go outside.
The scheme is operated by one man. He fills the reservoir every
day in 4 hours and that costs 10 liter diesel. The people pay
when the money is spent. The operator is paid 600 YR per month.
The reservoir is cleaned every six months,
monthly contibution : unknown
inhabitants ; 500
daily consumption : SO 1/head



4.8. SHAWL AD DRA 87O2OB

The design -for the waterscheme for the village o-f Ghawl ad Dra
was made in 1979 and completed in 1982.

Gngma is gccd. Tha pump nas been repairea at a cost of 3000 YR.
The villagers repair broken distribution pipes.
They use more water then be-fore the implemantation and there is
waste water in the streets. Little waste water is used -for
gardens and a few people <3 or 4) made a bathroom in their house.

/ The water goes first to storage tanks on the roof.
o(, T h e 425 people of Ghawl ad Dra pay a -fixed amount of 5 YR. per

head and they pay when the money is spent,normally every three
weeks. The scheme is operated by two people and filled every two
days. It takes 4 hours to fill the reservoir of 40 fir* at a cost
of 10 1 diesel. The operator is paid 3OO YR.
monthly contribution : 7 YR.
inhabitants : 425
daily consumption : 50 I/head

4.9. Al KHABAR S70209

The request for a watersupplyscheme in Al Khabar was made in 1979
and the scheme was completed in march 1982.
The condition of the scheme is good. The pump and engine sre in
good shape, no repairs up till now. The distribution system leaks
but will be repaired by the villagers. They use more water now
and there is waste water in the streets. The waste water is not
used for gardens and some people made s. bathroom in their houses.
Tha reservoir is filled every day in S hours. The reservoir has a
capacity of 50 m3 and it cost 70 1. diesel to fill it. The scheme
is operated by one man who get paid 1500 YR. per month. The
houses are directly connected to the reservoir.
price paid per m3 :?
inhabitants : 400
daily cosumpticn : 125 1/head

4.10. QARN 'ATTA' 861103

The project started in 1980 in Darn 'Atta* with the digging of a
shallow well. The pump and pipes were provided by the Ministry of
Public Works. A 40 m 3 elevated concrete reservoir was constructed
and the scheme was completed in the last quarter of 1982.
Two years ago the shallow well fell dry. Reservoir and pipes are
in good condition. Most of the house connections ^re neglected.
The village is not very active trying to improve the situation.
It took them two years to come to the project to ask assistance
for locating an ether watersource.



4.11. DRAYBAH 87O2O9

During the -third quarter erf 198O a pumptest was carried out in
the village Draybah. The borehole <96 m) produced 23 1/s. RIRDP
con^tructad s 100 :n~ rr\z^,r.r>ry resi;rv:;ir and the-? -L-chc-me was
cempisted in iYid2.
The scheme is in a good condition ,there are no problems with
pump and engine, only some pipes are added to the pump.
There is no waste water in the streets. The waste water is not
used -for gardens. People made bathrooms in their houses and
because the quantity of the water is going down they get the
water for the washing of clothes from somewhere else.
One man is operating the scheme. The reservoir is filled every
day and it takes three hours to fill it. The operator is paid
15OO YR.
monthly contribution: 4 YR./head
inhabitants : 1160
daily consumption : 85 I/head

4.12. AISH.AMA 870216

In the village Aishama the watersource is a spring. The project
started in the fourth quarter of 19B1 and finished a year later.

. . At the moment of visiting the pump was broken and the villagers
c)(, were trying to repair it. The pump looks old and the engine looks
v, new. It is possilble that the project provided a second hand
" * pump. The engine is still in a good condition. The spring gives

only a little bit of water so they use the water very carefully.
The wo-riien wash the clothes outside the house in another spring=
The drinking water comes from the reservoir. The reservoir has a
capacity of 15 ,-n3 and is filled half every 3 days. This water is
consumed in 3 to 4 days.
There is no waste water in the streets because they don't have
waste water,
inhabitants : 150
daily consumption : 15 1/head

4.13. LJDHAYA 870219

In 1981 the project started with the digging of a shallow well
and the construction of a wall to protect the shallow well from
the flood during the rainy season. The scheme was completed at
the end o-f 1982 with the completion of a 30 m3 masonry reservoir.
At this moment the system is not working for 6 months and nobody
feels responsible to take any action. They say there is only a
little bit of water in the well and the pump doesn't work
anymore. The engine is still in good condition. When the system
was working they use to fill the reservoir every 2 days in 2
hours. Average consumption: 1001/day/head. The people paid a
fixed amount according to what they could afford.



4.14. NUFFAN 870325 , y)' - ^* r

The condition of the scheme of Nuffan is good, the pump is good
and there were some repairs on the engine but now everything is
•,--•:•• k ̂ . :~\q ;.i rh ;u~ p . ^ l = j : r ; ^ n T h e r e s e r v o i r i s c l e a n e d e v e r y t w o

"ontivs. ;;•;£• si jtriD-.i'iior; l i n e s h a v e soiHts mj-nwr1 i £iaN.ciLj<z?s ^iriiL-zri cart;

repaired with tube. According., to the representative there was
little waste water in the streets and the water "Ts used -for
gardens. One house has a bathroom. The women wash the clothes in

./ ths house and all the water they use comes from the reservoir.
*S)̂  The reservoir is filled every day with 25 m3 water in 1.5 hours.
O- monthly contribution: 6 YR/head

inhabitants ; 250^
daily consumption s lOOfe/head

4.15. UTEIFA S70415

Ths condition cf the village water supply scheme of LJteifa is
•good. The pump and engine are in good shape and there have been no

/ repairs up till now. The distribution lines have no leakages and
<&/ if there are some they Are repaired by the operator. The operator

takes c^rs of everything. He collects the money, fills the
reservoir and checks the system for leakages.
There is waste water in the streets. Some of the waste water is
used for gardens. Other people made soak-aways, mostly those who
built a new house with bathroom. In the existing houses nobody
made a bathroom. The clothes a,re washed outside the house most of
the time.
Ths reservoir is filled every second day. All the houses have
maters and ;.rs direct connected to the reservoir. Some houses
have a.n extra storage tank,
price paid per m3 -= 5 YR.
inhabitants ; 600
daily consumption ; ?

4.16. AL WAGA' 860910

The waterscheme of Al Waga ' is in good condition. There a.re some
complaints about one part of the village that does not get enough
water when the reservoir is almost empty. The reservoir is
cleaned regularly. The engine is in good condition and very big
for this scheme. It uses a lot of diesel. The distributionlines

i are intact though houseconnectians are often repaired with tube.
~^There are no parts of the scheme disconnected. The waste water
runs away in the streets. The women wash at home and fetch the

"^drinking water from another borehole because they think this
water is salty,
monthly contribution : 6 YR.
inhabitants : 400
daily consumption : 75 I/head
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4.17. DARN AL ASAD 370308

The survey for the waterscheme in the village Oarn Al Asad was
made in the third quarter of 1979. The scheme was completed by

The condition ot the scneme is good there are no complaints. When
, there are problems with pump and engine it is repaired by the

Of operator and leakages in the distribution system ans repaired by
Nv- the people who damaged the pipes. The waste water is used -for

gardens and some people made toilets in the houses. The 270 m3

reservoir is filled every day and one day one half of the village
is provided the? other day, the other half. The reservoir is
filled in 10 hours. Some houses have tanks and others
direct connected to the reservoir.
price paid psr ir^ : 5 YR.
inhabitants : 3500
daily consumption : 80 1/head

4,18, AL CARRY

ti.^l The project started in Al Qarry in the beginning of 1981 with the
\ digging of a shallow well. After a lot of problems and little

S, co-operation the scheme was handed over in the end of 1983, but
N the village refused the engine and wanted a new one. The scheme

is still not working and not maintained, parts of the
distribution lines are disconnected, the shallow well is dry and
nobody cares about it.

4.19. SKAWLAYS AS SAYANIM

In the beginning 19S3 a borehole was drilled in Shawlays as
Sayanim and tne whole scheme was completed by the end of that
year. The scheme is in good condition and working without any
problems.

4.20. AL HAJAR 861007

The request for a waterscheme in Al Hajar was received by the
project in 1979. In the last quarter of 1983 the village had a
borehole drilled and the scheme was completed in the third
quarter of 1984. The scheme is in good condition, the reservoir

r I has been cleaned twice. Uptill now there has been no repairs for
'^ pump and engine. The pumphead is leaking oil.

The water they use comes only from the reservoir, sometimes women
go out to wash clothes in the wadi, for it costs money to wash at
home. All houses use storage tanks on the roof.
There is dirty water water in the streets and some people have
made gardens. No toilets were made because the people are waiting
for the project to come with a pilot project for sanitation and
solid waste disposal.
The reservoir is filled every two days. Watermeters are used to
pay the contibution.
price paid per m3 : 5 YR.
inhabitants ; 750
daily consumption : 5O 1/head



4.21. AL KHADRA 861026

The project started in Al Khadra in 1980 with the digging o-f a
shallow well. After some problems about the contribution in '81
:. nt sc;-c;-.;v .<JO-- iLi^^L c o:T,p L ,:• tec by bh^ anc _i F 1732, Ths? next /s:>r
cne wdLiirsoyrcc; W m S c-iii;1;-:̂  =:••_: to -:•* acriiriOit; ^jic chts scneiiit: wi»i

-finally completed by the end o-f 1984. The condition o-f the scheme
is still good. No repairs were needed -for pump nor engine and the
distribution lines are intact.
There is no waste water in the streets and some use it for the
gardens. Half of the village made a bathroom. The reservoir is
the only watersource. It is filled every other day.
price paid per m* ; 5 YR.
inhabitants : 600
daily consumption : SO l/hcad

4.22. AL KHILAW 870216

The wstsrschema in Al Khilaw was finished in 19S4 and is still in
a good condition. Repairs s^rs done by the operator and the

/ reservoir is cleaned every two months. There are some leakages in
X the distribution system but they will be repaired by the

"̂ - villagers. In this village pilotschemes for sanitation were con-
structed in two houses and the masque. The 30 m35 reservoir is
filled half every day in 1.5 hours, because there is not more
water in the shallow well. The villagers pay a fixed amount of 5
YR. per month and the operator is paid 1000 YR. each month. All
the houses have tanks to store the water.

4.23. RADHA 870219

The waterscheme in Radha is not working anymore because the
•f shallow well is dry for the last two years. The women bring the
"<.• water from other shallow wells near the village when the pumps

are working. The water from these wells is used for irrigation
and the women collect water from the pump.

4.24. SUAR 87O415

The water scheme of Buar which was completed in 1985 is still
working without big problems. There have been some problems with
the engine but they were solved by the village. The distribution
system is in good shape. All the houses have watermeters.
There is waste water in the streets and nothing of this water is
used for gardens. Nobody made a toilet in the house. In the dry
season the borehole gives only a small quantity of water and the
women have to fetch water from near shallow wells.
The reservoir is filled every other day in 2—3 hours-
price paid per m' : 10 YR.
inhabitants : 550
daily consumption : 30 1/head
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4.25. AQABAH AR RIYASHIYAH 870310

In the beginning of 1983 a borehole was drilled in the village Al
Aqabah Ar Riyashiyah. The waterscheme was completed in the end of
1934. The- scnsfns is in good condition. There are some minor
leakages wnich will be repaired by the villagers. Repairs on pump
and engine are done by an engineer. There is no waste water in
the streets and it is not used for gardens. They use the water

/ careful because there is not much water in the borehole. Some of
"4 the women wash the clothes in a nearby shallow well. The drinking

water comes from the project's reservoir.
Watermeters are fixed and they pay 7 YR. per m3. The reservoir is
filled every day in 8 hours. Some houses have tanks the rest is
direct connected to the reservoir.

4.26- HAWAT 861005

All the houses in Hawat have storage tanks on the roof. The
scheme is in good condition and the reservoir has been cleaned
once since the opening of the scheme. Up till now there were no
repairs needed for pump and engine. The foundation of the engine
has been reinforced by the village. When there are leakages in
the distribution system it is repaired by the village. The
operator complains about spare parts which have not been supplied
together with the engine-
After implemantation the use of water has not increased. There
are na problems with waste water. Some people use the waste water
for gardens. Nobody mads a bathroom. The women wash the clothes

.... )| in the wadi because the water costs money.
All the houses have water meters. The operator reads the meters,
collects the money and pays the running costs from these funds.
The reservoir is filled every two or three days in 8 hours.
price paid per m^ : 7 YR.
inhabitants : 2000
daily consumption : IS 1/head

4.27. WADI SIR 87O2O8
(DAR AL HAMRANI , DAR AL HAJIB)

The condition of the scheme which was completed in 1984 is good.
There have.been no repairs on pump and engine and the lines are
intact. They use more water since the system is installed but
there is no waste water in the streets nor used for- the gardens.
Nobody made a toilet in his house. Most of the women wash the
clothes in the wadi and the drinking water comes from the
reservoir.
The 75 m3 reservoir is filled every 3 days in 8 hours. The people
pay a fixed amount of 5 YR. per month.

4.28. ABBAS 870401

The scheme of Abbas was completed in 1985. Soon after the
completion there was no more water in the shallow well. A
possilble solution is to dig a few meters more. Dther wells, near
this one, do have water but nobody seems to be interested.

11



4.29. AL HAMRAH, AL MANSOURA, MAWGASSAH 87O2O8

This scheme was completed in the third quarter of 1985. The
engine is still in good condition but there Are some problems
with ths? pump impellors. This will be repaired by an engineer.
The reservoir is cleaned every other month.
The waterconsumption has increased since the installation of the
waterscheme and there is waste water in the streets. Nobody made
bathrooms. The women wash the clothes inside the houses and they
use no other water then the water -from the reservoir.
The reservoir is -filled every 2 to 3 days in 8 hours.
monthly contribution: 3 YR./head
inhabitants : 600
daily consumption : 70 1/head
price per m3 : 1.5 YR,

4.30. JUBAYR 87O2O8

The representative of Jubayr made a request -for a water scheme in
the last quarter of 1979. Due to problems with the shallow well,
which appeared to be dry, the scheme was completed in the end of
1984. During the first year after completion, the scheme has not
been used because the villagers refused to pay contribution to
the representative. They were convinced that this scheme was a
gift from the government. Now these problems are solved and the
scheme is working perfect. The reservoir is cleaned two times up
till now, They use more water now then they did before and there
is waste water in the streets. The waste water is not used for
gardens and nobody made a bathrooro. Only the water from the
reservoir is used.
The reservoir is filled every three days in 3 hours,
price paid per m3 : 15 YR.
inhabitants : 500
daily consumption : 20 1/head

4.31. FERAZA'A 86102&

The condition of the scheme in Feraza'a is good. The reservoir is
regularly cleaned, there are no problems with pump or engine and
the distribution lines are intact. There is waste water in the
streets and nothing is used for the gardens. Some people made
toilets in their houses. All the water that is used in Feraza'a
comes from the reservoir. The reservoir is filled every day in 10
hours. Most of the houses have tanks but some are direct
connected.
price paid per m3 : 8 YR.
inhabitants : 1000
daily consumption : 75 I/head

12
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4.32. AN NUBAH 870310

The construction of this scheme started in the begining of 1985
and was completed after six months. The scheme is in perfect
condition izniy the production of the watarsource is very is;-;. The
watersource o-r this village is a spring.
THere is no wastewater in the streets and it is not used for
gardens. Nobody made a bathroom. The clothes ars washed outside
in another spring and the drinking water comes from the
reservoir. The reservoir is filled every other day for one third
in two hours. All the houses have storage tanks on the roof.
There is a special system for paying the contribution, one month
they pay 5 YR per m3 and the other month 15 YR. in this month
they buy diesel.
price paid per ma: 1O YR.
inhabitants ; 7OO
daily consumption: 18 I/head

870415

In Bait Gharais the project installed a pump and engine, a pump-
house and a rising main. The rest, borehole, elevated reservoir
and distribution system, was installed by the ministry of public
works. A few months after the completion of the scheme, the
representative complained that the borehole did not give enough
water and applied for another borehole. The people are still
complaining about salty water and they say that the engine is too
small (16 hp). The reservoir is filled once a week in 12 hours,
monthly contribution : 30 YR,/house
inhabitants : 100
daily consumption : 250 1/head ?

4.34. BANI ZIYAD 870218

The survey for the waterscheme of Bani Ziyad started in 1979 and
after a lot o-f problems the scheme was completed in the beginning
of 198&« The scheme is in a good condition and pump and engine
^re in good order. The wastewater is not used for gardens but
goes straight to the wadi or to pits. There Are bathrooms made in
the houses and they only use the water from the reservoir.
The reservoir (SO m3) is filled every second day in two hours.
All houses are directly connected to the reservoir. Watermeters
are installed for the contribution,
price paid per ms: 7 YR.
inhabitants : 1000
daily consumption: 25 I/head

4.35. MAJLAIN

The scheme in Majlain was completed in the end of 1986 and the
only problem they have is lack of water. The shallow well gives
only a little bit of water that is pumped away in 20 minutes and
it takes a whole day to recover.
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4.36. FURGHAN

New scheme, completed in 1986. The reservoir is filled every
three days.
price p a i a -p-^r ;?;••' • 5 YK,

. innabitar.ts : 90u
daily consumption : 3O 1/head

4.37. ASSARA 870208

New scheme. The reservoir is -filled every two days in 4 or
hours. They have plans to fix watermeters,
monthly contribution: 4 YR. children 2 YR.
inhabitants ; 330
daily consumption : 114 1/head

4=38. DHI KALIB AL ASFAL
r
i
>-

The scheme in Dhi Kalib al As-fal is net yet operational because
of problems with the pump.

4.39. AL CARIA SAWDAH

The project only provided puoip and engine and a puiaphouse. The
rising main was replaced from the old shallow well to the

r borehole. The people B,r& complaining about the quality of the
water, they say it is dirty. The reservoir is filled daily. The
village is very dirty,
monthly contribution : 5 YR./head
inhabitants : 400
daily consumption : 60 1/head

4.40. AL KHARAB

New scheme. The pumphouse is built at this moment. The scheme is
operational but the borehole does not produce much water.

4.41. SURM AL SHADADI 87O2O9

New scheme. The water comes only -from the reservoir.
The reservoir is -filled every two days in 2.5 hours,
monthly contribution: 2.5 YR.
inhabitants : 34O
daily consumption : 75 1/head

4.42. AL QAUZ

The scheme in Al Qauz is ready to use but the villagers refuse to
/I pay their contribution to the representative. Therefore he is the
only one who uses the scheme at this moment.
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A. List of villages with a completed waterscheme.

name completed in

Al Qahara
Musallah
Bait Al Umaysi
Al Dusair
Al Ghawl
Al Ajma
Ghawl Ad Dra
Al Khabar
Gam 'Atta'
Draybah
Aishama <j
Udhaya
Nu-f-fan °''
Utoi-fa
Al Waga'
Qarn Al Asad
Al Qarry
Ghawlays As Sayanim
Al Hajar
Al Khadrab
Al Khilaw
Radha
Suar
ftqsbah
Hawat
Wadi Sir
Abbas
Al Hamrah
Jubayr
Feraia'a
An Nubah
Bait Ghaniis
Sani Ziyad
Majlain
Furghan
Assara
Dhi Kalib Al As-fal
Al Darya Sawdah
Al Kharab
Surm Al Shadadi
Al Qauz

79
'80
'80
'SO
'SO
'81
:, '82
'82
'82
'82
j'82
'82

3'83L
'82
'32
'83
'83
'83
'84
'84

'84
'84
'84
'84
'85
'85
'85
'85
'85
'85
'85
'86
'86
'86
'86
'86
'86
'86
'86
•86

page

4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
b
7
7
7
8
8
B
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
11
11
II
11
11
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

working

— dry well

~ dry well

— dry well

+
— dry well

— dry well

- little water

+
- broken pump

+
+
- internal problems

1*
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B. List of villages ever visited by RIRDP.

Since the project started, more than one hundred villages
req..s:.

;:£d a water supply •;,-::'•. ;a5ie, Uptiil now anl y (42 \rs3L;I ted in s
scnerrie. This list is mentioning che names a-t viiUges, visited by
the project and how, according to the progress reports, the RIRDP
assisted. Also the villages are mentioned, whose schemes
under construction. The rest o-f the vilages cannot be recovered

Al Januba and
Ar Rubat

Sudan
liasub ar Rasam

Al Manasah

Sharanah
Shakbah

Al Musi ad

Zaghem
X Al Abl

Talab -

Najd as Shuwarahah -

Wadi Riyam —

Al Lahbi
Wadi Matar al Asfal-
Mawkal
Al Hamaida —
Rakeb al Mutrash -
Ad Dhahaki -
Qurada —
Ar Rubat (Dina'm) —
Al Jau-f Ariyashiya —
Luma'an —
Khalagah —
Sharafah —
Haid al Majil -
Wadi Matar al Alia -
Mawkah

Al Nadhim -

Request in 1979
Request in 1979, borehole in 1986
Shallow well deepened in 1980 no -further
activi ties
Consists of 7 different villages- The work
started in 1980. A borehole was drilled and
pump and engine installed. Two reservoirs
were built and- completed in 1981. Pipes were
stolen and there were fights between the
different villages about the borehole. It
was decided to redesign the scheme and to
give each village its own borehole. But
there was no co-operation from the villages.
Shallow well deepened in 1980
Pump and engine installed in 1981. no
activities till the end of 1982. It would be
completed with the assistance of Public
Works.
Has spring. pump and engine installed in
1982. People wanted to abandon village.
Shallow well deepened
Borehole, pump, engine and pumphouse
installed in 1983. Village refuses borehole.
New borehole location not accepted. Rejected
in 1985
Borehole in 1983. Pump, engine and pipes
from Public Works
Borehole and pump and engine in 1984.
Borehole not good.
Still waiting for pump and engine. Rest of
scheme is completed
Waiting for pump and engine rest completed.
Under construction
Borehole in 1985 not succesfull
Under costruction
Completed except pumphouse
Under construction
Constructed by Public Works (Transcenturyl
Under construction
Under construction
Under construction
Under construction
Surveyed in 1986
Under construction
Surveyed in 1986
Surveyed in 1984. No co-operation from the
population
Surveyed in 1987
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C. List of waterconsumption and charges.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5-
6.
7.

; a.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16-
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

daily

Bait Ghawlays
Al Sahara
Musallah v> .

.Bait Al Umaysi
* Al Qusair ^
Al Ghawl c

Al Ajma \ ... , v
Ghawl Ad Dra
Al Khabar . • ,
Qarn 'Atta' J

Draybah
Aishasna > ,, , . ,
Udhaya J~- . , o ;....
Nuf-fan
L'tei-fa
Al Wsga'^^-'
Qarn Al Asad
Al Q a r r y • ,< '>

Ghawlays As Sayanin
Al Hajar
Al Khadrah
Al Khilaw
R a d h a ••'•

S u a r : •-• • - : ; *

Aqabah
Hawat
Wadi Sir
Abbas °*"-.|
Al Hamrah LJ"J'J V
J u b a y r ••• j

Feraza'a
An Nubah
Bait Ghamis
Ban i Z i yad
M a j l a i n l-v.. - . • •• u L.:••••> L

Furghan
Assara
Dhi Kalib Al Asfal •--'
Al Qarya Sawdah
Al Kharab
Surm Al Shadadi
Al Qauz

consumption
I/head

40
35

60
80
50
125
-
85
15
—

100
7
75
30
-

50
80

30

15

—
70
20
75
18

25
—
30
114

60

75
—

price per m=
YR.

50/month/house
5

•free

7

6/.-nonth

6/month

10
7
7
5/snonth

1.5
15
8
1O
30/month/house
7

5
4

5/month

2.5/month

J)̂ * > »> •• , -t-^-f
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D. Map o-f project ar&a

V

_ BOUMOAMf 00 HAHMt
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E. Water Analyses
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